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The Dream Team is Back! —BLACKWATER— Available
Now on Direct TV

LOS ANGELES , CA, UNITED STATES, June 14, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Iconic action hero stars Van
Damme, Dolph Lungren, and Patrick Kilpatrick reunite in
BLACKWATER, an action-packed thriller that aims to
seek, destroy, and win freedom aboard a renegade
Blacks-Ops Sub.

This “Shoot’em Up, Punch Up flick,” as Kilpatrick
describes, reunites Dolph Lundgren & Jean Claude Van
Damme for the first time since cult-classic Universal
Soldier.  “Not to mention, that it’s the first time since iconic
actioner DEATH WARRANT, 27 years prior, that I’ll go
mano-a-mano with Jean Claude Van Damme,” Kilpatrick
continues.

Filmed in Mobile, Alabama aboard Legendary Battleship
USS ALABAMA & WWII Submarine DRUM, this film
ignites when Scott Wheeler (Jean-Claude Van Damme),
a deep cover operative, awakens to find himself
imprisoned on a CIA Blacksite along with another
prisoner, Marco (Dolph Lundgren).

“Wheeler is a CIA agent looking for a leak in the CIA along with his partner Melissa (Courtney B Turk)
by using a USB drive that needs two components to activate. Melissa carries the drive while Wheeler
carries the activation key,” Kilpatrick describes. 

Enlisting the help of a rookie agent and another prisoner, the action stars must race against the clock
to escape and discover who set them up. Jam packed with jaw-dropping sequences, this film goes the
extra mile to satiate the appetites of action-movie aficionados. With killer explosions, epic fight
scenes, and edge-of-your-seat momentum, this film delivers and is available now in select theaters
and on Direct TV.
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